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INCREASED -RELIABLE GRADES AND VALIDATING TESTS
IIBNBY D. BIN8LAND, UlIlyenl&, of Oldaboma, Nol'III&D

Generally .peaJdI1l the correlation tetween test Ecores and grades are low.
Undoubtedly one of the major lIBel of teats-most kinds of tests-Is prediction.
The actual magnitudes of correlation coefficients which usually appear in
the literature upon which predictions are made vary from .25 to .70, With the
va·t majority running between .30 and .60. For most counselors and predictors
theae correlations are usually considered very low. If the coefficient ot cor
relation 11 Interpreted In terms of the coefficient ot alienation, it is necessary
to have an r of .886 to have a k ot .50 which, subtracted from 1, gives an Im
provement of prediction and proficiency which is onIy 50% better than pure
pet..s; really not a satisfactory pred1ctlon because the coefticient of alienation
actually measures the residual deviations about the regression lines, but
according to thla an r of .866 Is not high-just "half high."

Recently, Jackson and Ph1IUps (2) have pointed out that these predictions
can be Improved If we Will estabUsh definite lines ot passing and falling and
predict in terms of deciles. Those of us who were in the designing and test
conatructlon business In the Army are acquainted with the predictions or
chances in a hundred that a man receiving a certain score will achieve average
or better in tralntng, as described in Personnel Classification Tests. 1942 and
UH8, War Deparpnent. Those are about the same techniques as in the Russell
·Taylor tables (5), Although thla situation has been pointed out by a Com
~ittee of the American Council on Education (1), it appears from their re
port that little has been done to use these methods, or what has been of
areater concem to this writer since 1937, no improvement in methOds of grading
hal been adopted by schools.

In 1937 the author (3) pointed out that the cumulation of points on highly
'rellable subjective tests, highly rellable objective tests, readings, reports,
problema and the like, can be converted into essentially reliable letter grades
of A, B, C, D and B. He Issued the first m1Iitary bulletin on this in December,
1941, as an instruction JJlanual for the Adjutant General's School under the
title. Test Conatruction and Grading In MUitarJ/ Schools. Each letter grade
4a dettned 8B approximately one standard deviation wide; spec1f1cally one
standard deviation for B, C. and D, but for A from +1% S. D. to infinity,
and for B from -1% S. D. to lnftnity-a score scale which is called a "qulntlne",
a1mllar to the Army A1r Poroes' stanine, although his R·score of 0 to 100
I'UDD1ng from -2% S. D. to +2~ S. D. Is much preferred in accurate scallng.
He reported that median coefficient of rellab111ty of semester grades range from
.88 to .91. Since then he reports (4). by use of the Kuder-Richardson formula,
re1labWt1es ranrtnI from .88 to.94. These rellabWtles are within the respecta
bWty of standardized tests used In high school and college predictions.

For SODle time the writer has held that if the criteria, which are usually
hiab school or college grades. can be raised to the respectab111ty of the rella
bWty of our standard1Jled tests, then the prediction of grades from tests would
be areatly improved and the validity of tests whose elements depend upon
correlations with grades· (Toops-L technique, and others) will thereby be
Jl'fttly improved. This 18 undoubtedly one of the most important next steps
in the vaUdatlng of almost all types of 'lntelligence and aptitude tests used to
predlct acblevement.

If ~e Improved statiatlca1 predictions as mentioned in the above lntro
duclory paracrapb can be applled, predlct10ns for guidance and for validating
... wW be areatly ra1sed as a· consequence. To overcome the present low
reUaIII11ty of grades in the correlatlon of tests with grades. the usual formula
"..altered for the correction for attenuation by divldlng the correlattOll by
~ 1QU&re root of the unreUabUUy of the criterion. So, if an obtalned corre-
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lation between tests and grades is, say .77 and the reliability of the criterion
is .60 the estimated true correlation is 1.00. For practical prediction purposes
this is useless. Nothing except improved rellabtUty of grades wID ever cor
rect the gross. error in the measurement of school and collel(e work. The
present traditional system is. to use students' language, "grossly unfair:'

However, nowhere in the literature are tables set up for these predictions
for varying coefficients of correlations based upon normal distribution. To
accomplish this, the statistical definitions of letter grades A, B, C, D and E
must be the same for both tests and grades, and, therefore, the definition of
these letter grades as recommended by the writer must be applied to tests.
Of course, for most tests this is very simple as means and standard deViations
are published. However, the determination of theoretical tables of prediction
is not established.

Such tables have been calculated- and w11l be published in the forthcoming
revision of Test Construction and Grading under the title Evaluation. Testing
and Marking, (Prentice-Hall>. A comment or two is in order to make clear
the construction of these prediction tables since all data are based upon the
assumption of theoretical frequencies of a normal bivariate surface. It 18
necessary first to reduce both the regression equation and the standard error
of estimate to a standard score form whereY = r X and S. E. (est.) is equal to
S. D. vI-ri.

The second point of observation is to read from a table of area of normal
curve the percentage of cases that w1ll fall within the following respectively
named class intervals of approximately 1 S. D. width: A, +1.5 to infinity; B,
+ .5 to + 1.5; C, (- .5) to .5; D, (-1.5) to (- .5) ; E or F, (-1.5) to minus in
finity where we find for 1,000 cases respectively 27, 242, 383, 242, and 67 (strictly
speaking, 1001 cases).

For a given correlation then the number of cases is calculated in the class
interval A of the test for 67 cases who will probably achieve the grade of A,
B, C, D or E. Assuming a correlation of .80, knowing that the mid-point of
the A, the interval from +1.5 to infinity or +2.5, 18 2, the predicted Y is 1.6.
The standard error of estimating is vi"=-"(.80) t or .6.

In order to use a normal curve table of areas, the Y variate must be changed
Y -1.6

ts} standard values. The z = ---- = .166. From this interval to infinity
.6

a normal table of areas lists 56.4% of our 67 cases or approximately 38 cuel;
meaning that 38 out of 67 cases who made A on the test would be likely to
make a letter grade of A' To continue the same operation for the other letter
grades, it is found that the number of cases are 27 for B, 2 for C, and none
for either D or E.

Taldng another 1l1ustratlon with an r of .60, the investigator would have pre·
dieted letter grades for the 67 people making A on the test as follows: 24 A',
31 B's, 12 C's. 1 D and no E score.

These IDustrations show very definitely, in terms of percentage of cues tor
correlation .80 which is now extremely high, and the correlation .60 wh1ch 18
now high under the traditional grading systems, that the8e predlctionl are
necessar1ly better than one could infer from any general1zatton of the co
efficient of alienation. But this 18 exactly what 18 needed in all pred1ctlona
from a given score on a test or battery of testa whose scores might be BUm
mated by the multiple regression equation. The researcher wanta to know,
what are the chances of making the respective letter grades A, B, C. D, and

-The wrJter 1a Indebted for augeatlons In maJdng thae calculaUona to Robert W.
B. Jacbon, Toronto Unlftl'Jl1ty, 1t5O.
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.; or If it 11 dealrable to define fallures as being all caaea below -1.5 standard
dev1atlon (there 11 here a cut-off point wh1ch 18 a fair assumption where the
concept of taUure 18 actually employed). However, with a calculable letter
grade, a I 1CQre, or an R-ecore as proposed by the writer, a given faculty can
vote on a fallure Une and thua make fallure statlaticaUy calculable and fairly
unJtorm from instructor to inatruetor and even from school to school. Toops
(8) pl'OJ)Oled a method by which a university could convert grades from aU high
ICbools into comparable atandarc:Uzed grades by knowing the correlation be
t,ween high school arades and some .standardized test such as an intelligence
test or a general college ab1l1ty test, or as he Ulustrated between such grades
and the Ohio State Physchological Examination.

By way of summary, it 11 proposed that first of all an accurate grading
system be set up which will approximate in accuracy the rellabU1ty of stand
ardized" teata used to prec:Uct college grades, say .90 or above; and secondly
that tables of estimate be calculated for predicting these grades from tests for
a lal'le number of coefficients of correlation fom say .30 to .95. Two distinctive
improvements would result: one proven by the writer which Is the increased
rellabUity of grades approximating the rel1ab1l1ty of standardized tests; the
other improved valldlty of tests used to predict these more reliable grades.
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